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Platinum Pro Painters, Toronto’s Leading House Painting Company, Advises
on How to Choose Appropriate Exterior Paint Colours

Platinum Pro Painters (www.PlatinumProPainters.com) is offering its expert opinion on how
homeowners should go about selecting the best exterior paint colours for their home.

Toronto, Canada (PRWEB) August 15, 2014 -- Platinum Pro Painters (www.PlatinumProPainters.com) is
offering its expert opinion on how homeowners should go about selecting the best exterior paint colours for
their home.

“There’s a lot to consider when deciding on what colour to paint the outside of a home,” says Todd Lacroix,
president of Platinum Pro Painters. “Homeowners need to think about the dominant weather pattern, the fixed
elements of the home, and even what colours their neighbours are using for exterior painting. All of that
matters.”

Though Lacroix admits it can be daunting, he encourages homeowners to break down all considerations one
step at a time and prioritize. The fixed elements in a home are partly why the owners purchased it in the first
place, so finding a colour that flows well with the roof, brick, or stonework should be a priority in choosing an
exterior painting colour.

“The immediate surrounding is another exterior paint factor for homeowners,” he adds. “Gardens or walkways
can be either blended or contrasted by the paint colour, with the home acting as a backdrop to the immediate
area.”

One thing homeowners may not realize, Lacroix notes, is that other homes in the neighbourhood should be a
consideration. If the home is part of a cul-de-sac or on a street lined with similar homes with subtle colours,
then it might be a good idea not to stray to far from the status quo. That’s not to say that homeowners can’t be
original; it just means that on a street where the homes are painted in warm colours, it may be a bad idea to use
dark red.

“Hiring a exterior painting company in Toronto that understands all of these nuances is one way to eliminate
much of the stress of figuring out how to make all of these factors work in the homeowner’s favour,” Lacroix
concludes. “Platinum Pro Painters has the experience to ensure the exterior paint on a home is able to reflect the
personality of the homeowner without intruding on the feel of the neighbourhood.”

Platinum Pro Painters is the premier commercial and house painting and renovating company serving the GTA
and surrounding areas. With more than 60 years of industry experience, Platinum Pro Painters offers its clients
a full range of professional residential and commercial painting services, including exterior and interior
painting, ceiling painting, epoxy floor coating, and popcorn removal. Platinum Pro Painters also provides a host
of other services, such as driveway sealing, pressure washing, graffiti removal, vinyl and aluminium siding
painting, and carpentry and home renovations. Areas served by Platinum Pro Painters’ Ontario branches include
Toronto, Oakville, Mississauga, Brampton, Cambridge, Kitchener-Waterloo, St. Catharines, Hamilton,
Vaughan, Markham, Barrie, Orangeville, and Niagara Falls. To learn more about Platinum Pro Painters, visit
the company’s web site at www.PlatinumProPainters.com or call toll-free at 1-855-847-2468 (PAINT).
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Contact Information
Todd Lacroix
Platinum Pro Painters
http://www.platinumpropainters.com/
+1 (416)986-8633

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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